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a b s t r a c t

Access control mechanisms (ACMs) have been widely used by operating systems (OSes) to

protect information security. However, it is often challenging to evaluate and compare the

quality of protection (QoP) of ACMs, especially when they are deployed on different OS

platforms. This article presents an approach to quantitatively measure and compare the

quality of ACMs, which provides useful information to support OS administrators and

users to choose ACMs that fit with their security needs.

We introduce the notion of vulnerability profiles to capture the weakness of ACMs in

protecting against malicious attacks, based on which vulnerability coefficients are

computed as the numeric and platform-independent measurement of the QoP of ACMs.

The approach combines the grey system theory and an independent vulnerability scoring

system to infer complete vulnerability profiles and to calculate fair and objective vulner-

ability coefficients for ACMs. We implement a prototype called ACVAL based on the

approach, and apply it to four mainstream ACMs. The results show that ACVAL is effective

in evaluating and comparing ACMs across different OSes, a feature particularly useful to

administrators of heterogeneous IT systems. To the best of our knowledge, our approach is

the first to quantitative measurement and comparison of ACMs across OSes.

ª 2014 Elsevier Ltd. All rights reserved.

1. Introduction

Access control is one of the most widely adopted security

enhancement measures in modern information systems. Till

date, various access control mechanisms (ACMs) have been

proposed to protect against viruses or Trojan horses. For

example, Discretionary Access Control (DAC) has been used

by Windows and Linux systems for years. Recent years also

saw the adoption of Mandatory Access Control (MAC) and its

variants in most Linux distributions and latest versions of

Windows systems. These invariants include Security

Enhanced Linux (SELinux) (NSA, 2001), AppArmor (N. Corp,

2002), and Mandatory Integrity Control (MIC).

However, it is often overwhelmingly complex for average

users to choose one ACM that adequately addresses their se-

curity needs, a task even challenging for IT experts. A primary

reason for this is the lack of measures that can help people

assess and compare, in an objective and fairmanner, different

ACMs available to them. A more challenging task facing sys-

tem administrators is that they have to ensure security in

their organizations’ heterogeneous IT infrastructures, in

which numerous ACMs are deployed on different operating
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systems (OSes). It is thus critical for them to be able to

compare the quality of protection (QoP) of ACMs, even across

different platforms.

Unfortunately, only few previous research efforts (such as

Govindavajhala and Appel, 2006; Chen et al., 2009) provided

solutions for evaluating the QoP of certain ACMs in certain

OSes, and none of them is quantitative. Thus, it remains

difficult for average users, who typically have no profound

knowledge on information technology or security, to under-

stand the evaluation results. Evenworse, no previous research

has addressed the problem of comparing ACMs across

different OSes.

In this paper, we present an approach to quantitative

evaluationandcross-platformcomparisonof theQoPofACMs.

Since different OSes have significant differences in security

context and semantics, it is usually infeasible to directly

compare two ACMs if they are deployed in different OSes. To

assure fair comparison, our approach evaluates the QoP of

arbitrary ACMs (probably deployed on different OSes) against

the same types of attacks. Given a specific type of attacks and

an ACM, our approach first infers a vulnerability profile from

theOS protected by theACM.A vulnerability profile articulates

actions taken by the adversary to realize this type of attacks, as

well as the unintended privileges he/she acquires.

Based upon the inferred vulnerability profile, our approach

then computes a vulnerability coefficient of the profile, which

provides a numeric yet informative indication of the protec-

tion quality of the ACM under concern. More specifically, the

calculation of the vulnerability coefficient takes in account

both the potential damage that actions in the vulnerability

profile may cause to the system’s security, and the effort

required from the adversary to take these actions. Thus, a

higher vulnerability coefficient means that the ACM either

lows down the potential security consequences or leverages

the difficulty for the adversary to succeed.

Three technical difficulties may threaten the validity of

our approach. First, it is often difficult to infer a complete

vulnerability profile. Our approach applies the grey system

theory (Liu and Forrest, 2010) to address this difficulty, in

which how attacks can succeed in an OS is formalized as

properties of a grey system (i.e., it has not been fully under-

stood). Thus, inferring the vulnerability profile is accom-

plished as finding a solution to the grey system, based on its

properties. The second difficulty is to assure a fair compari-

son of ACMs running on different OSes. To address this dif-

ficulty, our approach not only makes the evaluation of ACMs

as attack-oriented, but also relies upon the Grey Relational

Analysis (GRA) to calculate the vulnerability coefficients of

different ACMs when they face the same types of attacks. In

this way, one ACM is not compared to another, but to the

ideal situation in which the attacks are absolutely denied.

Lastly, it is difficult to assign objective and reasonable scores

to the potential damage and effort of actions involved in the

inferred vulnerability profiles. We address this difficulty by

using the Common Vulnerability Scoring System (CVSS),

which is widely accepted by independent database of secu-

rity vulnerabilities, to decide the (numeric) potential damage

and effort of each encountered action. However, our

approach can also be used with o any other vulnerability

scoring mechanisms.

We implement a prototype tool, called ACVAL (Access

Control eVALuation tool), based on our approach. ACVAL ap-

plies the logic programming language Prolog to encode infor-

mation relevant to ACM evaluation and then uses its built-in

inference engine to infer vulnerability profiles. The calcula-

tion of vulnerability coefficients is accomplished by programs

written in various languages, depending on which OS is

considered. We have applied ACVAL to four mainstream

ACMs: DAC (running on Windows XP and 7), AppArmor and

SELinux (on Ubuntu and Fedora) and MIC (on Windows 7).

Results show that ACVAL is effective in quantitatively

measuring the QoP of these ACMs.

To our knowledge, our approach is the first attempt to

quantitatively evaluate and compare the QoP of ACMs in

different platforms. The main contributions of our work can

be summarized as follows:

� We propose a precise definition of vulnerability coefficient

as a numeric and OS-independent indication of the ability

of an ACM protecting against malicious attacks.

� We implement a prototype ACVAL, that bases on logic

programming and GRA to automatically infer possible

attack patterns that expose OSes to given attack scenarios

and to quantitatively calculate the QoP of ACMs.

� WeuseACVALtostudy theQoPofvariousmainstreamACMs

under two common attack scenarios and to automatically

calculate the vulnerability coefficients of these ACMs.

The rest of the paper is organized as follows: Section 2 offers

some background information; Section 3 presents an overview

of our approach, followed by Section 4 that describes the

implementation of ACVAL; Section 5 discusses the experiment

of evaluating ACVAL and Section 6 compares our work with

previous research. Lastly, Section 7 concludes the paper.

2. Background

DAC and MAC are two ACMs widely used in current IT sys-

tems. Their major difference lies in whether or not they allow

users to change access permissions to IT assets. While DAC

permits the owner to change the access settings of an IT asset,

MAC enforces system-wide access control policies that cannot

be overridden by any user. Modern desktop OSes often employ

both of them simultaneously.

Microsoft introducedMIC as its MAC implementation since

Windows Vista, based on its traditional DACmodel.Windows’

DAC assigns each user (or group) with a unique Security Iden-

tifier (SID), each processwith anAccess Token, and each IT asset

(also called object) with a security descriptor. The Access Token

of a process consists of the SID of its user, the groups that the

user belongs to, and the privileges held by the user and these

groups. The security descriptor of an object is a tuple of the

SID of the object’s owner, its discretionary access control list

(DACL), and its system access control list (SACL). A DACL

essentially compiles a list of access control entries (ACEs),

each of which either grants or denies a set of access rights to a

particular SID. On the other hand, MIC assigns an Integrity SID

(ISID), which determines the level of access the token can

achieve, to the user’s access token. It also stores an ISID in
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